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Enhancement of Blocking Performance
in All-Optical WDM Networks
Carla J. Joun

Abstract
Optical networking is a promising solution to the growing bandwidth
requirements of today’s communication networks. The continuous challenge
is to look for technological advances to improve network capacity,
reliability, scalability and cost. This work addresses some of these factors by
presenting a rerouting strategy for reducing the effect of the wavelength
continuity constraint and improving the performance of all-optical
wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) networks in terms of blocking
probability. The problem of routing and wavelength assignment (RWA), of
main interest in this study, is critically important for increasing the efficiency
of WDM networks under wavelength continuity constraint.
The proposed scheme introduces a rerouting strategy based on wavelength
reassignment, with the First-Fit (FF) wavelength assignment algorithm, and
route deviation, utilizing the Least Congested Path (LCP) routing algorithm.
In addition, this approach is applied in the context of quality of service (QoS)
differentiation to help network service providers to satisfy and guarantee
service transmission priorities and tolerable delay requirements.
Finally, a neural network model is developed to investigate the prediction of
upcoming blocking times in the network in an attempt to reduce the network
viii

disruption caused by unnecessary rerouting, therefore improving the
performance of the proposed strategy. Extensive simulations allowed us to
verify our proposed rerouting strategy and enhancement models and assert
their effectiveness in enhancing the network performance in terms of
blocking probability especially for networks utilizing a small number of
wavelengths per fiber.
Keywords: All-optical networks, WDM networks, Wavelength reassignment,
Lightpath rerouting, Performance analysis, Artificial Neural Networks.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Optical networks employing Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM)
technology has emerged as a sustainable solution and widely considered as
the promising network infrastructure for meeting the increasing demand for
bandwidth capacity of today’s applications. The growth of the internet and
the emergence of multimedia applications over the last decade were the main
drivers behind this rapid evolution of telecommunications networks. This
advancement of optical technologies made it possible to move beyond pointto-point WDM transmission to all-optical backbone networks [5].

1.1 All-Optical WDM Networks
The WDM technology exploits the bandwidth capacity of optical fibers
whereas multiple wavelengths can be transmitted simultaneously over a
single fiber. Each wavelength is capable of carrying traffic streams at Gb/s
rates, thereby providing a single fiber with a total throughput in the range of
Tb/s. In a wavelength-routed optical network, each connection between a
pair of nodes is assigned a path and a unique wavelength through the
network. A connection from one node to the other, established on a particular
wavelength as an all-optical path, is referred to as lightpath and may span
multiple fiber links. Connections with paths that share the same link in the
network are assigned different wavelengths [19]. Under these conditions,
optical cross connects (OXCs) are employed to route and switch different
wavelengths from an input port to an output port. A sample topology for a
wavelength-routed WDM is shown in Figure 1.1.
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Figure 1.2 Wavelength continuity constraint in a wavelength-routed network

By allowing multiple WDM channels to coexist on a single fiber, the
effective establishment of lightpaths in the network becomes crucial and the
challenge resides in optimizing resources utilization and network
performance.

1.2 Routing and Wavelength Assignment (RWA) Problem
Routing and wavelength assignment (RWA) is one of the most important
problems in wavelength-routed WDM networks. For a lightpath to be
established between a source and a destination node, the network must
decide on the physical route and assign an available wavelength on each link
before data can be transmitted. However, due to the limited number of
wavelengths available on each fiber link as well as the wavelength-continuity
constraint [3], the network may not be able to accommodate all connection
requests. Therefore, applying an efficient routing and wavelength assignment
(RWA) algorithm becomes crucial for achieving good network performance
and a lot of work has been carried out on this issue [2]. The problem of
establishing lightpaths by routing and assigning a wavelength for each
connection request is called the Routing and Wavelength Assignment
(RWA) problem [2]. With a good solution to the RWA problem, more
connection requests can be accommodated by the network and fewer
requests will be rejected during periods of congestion.
3

We identify two different types of connection requests: static and dynamic
[6]. For static network traffic, the set of connections is known in advance and
the objective is to establish a set of lightpaths to accommodate all the
connection requests while minimizing the number of wavelengths used.
Different approaches already exist for the static RWA problem and a
summary of schemes and algorithms was presented in [6]. On the other hand,
in the case of dynamic traffic, connection requests arrive and depart from the
network dynamically in a random manner. A lightpath is set up for each
connection request as it arrives and released when data transfer is completed.
In this work, we consider dynamic traffic and focus our discussion on the
dynamic routing and wavelength assignment problem.
The objective of the RWA problem is to route and assign wavelengths while
minimizing the blocking probability of incoming requests or maximizing the
network throughput. Unlike the static RWA problem, a dynamic RWA
should make routing and assignment decisions as connection requests arrive
to the network [2]. Due to the complexity of this combined approach and in
order to design efficient algorithms, the problem is divided into two sub
problems to make it more tractable: the routing and the wavelength
assignment sub problems.

1.3 Routing Algorithms
In the routing aspect, there are three basic types of routing approaches: fixed
routing, fixed alternate routing, and adaptive routing. The routing algorithms
classified as static do not vary with time while the dynamic models referred
to as adaptive algorithms use network state information at the time of
connection request.
4

1.3.1 Fixed Routing
In fixed routing, there is only one fixed route between a source node and a
destination node. In Figure 1.3, the fixed-route from Node 1 to Node 4 is
illustrated. In general, this path is pre-computed using a shortest path
algorithm such as Dijkstra’s algorithm.

Figure 1.3 Fixed routing from node 1 to 4

When a connection request arrives, the network attempts to establish a
lightpath along the fixed route. In the absence of common wavelength
available on every link in the route, the connection is blocked even though
other paths may exist. This approach is simple to implement; however, it is
constrained by the lack of routing options and may lead to a high level of
blocking.
1.3.2 Fixed-alternate routing
Fixed-alternate routing is an extension of the fixed path routing. It consists in
defining a set of alternate routes for each source-destination pair stored in a
routing table - containing fixed routes to each destination node. For instance,
Figure 1.4 shows a primary route (solid line) between source node 1 and
destination node 4 and an alternate route (dashed line) that does not share
any links with the first route. The routing table is ordered by the number of
hops to destination, the shortest path being on top.
5

Figure 1.4 Fixed routing (solid line) and alternate routing (dotted line) from node 1 to 4

If the attempt to establish the connection on each of the routes from the
routing table in sequence fails, the connection request is blocked. Compared
to fixed-routing, this approach reduces the connection blocking probability.
The major issue with both fixed routing and fixed-alternate routing is that the
current state of the network is not taken into consideration. If predetermined
paths are not available, connection requests are blocked even though other
paths may exist. For this particular reason, most research conducted on RWA
algorithms focuses on adaptive routing techniques.
1.3.3 Adaptive routing
In adaptive routing, there is no restriction on the route selection from a
source node to a destination node and routing is based on the current
wavelength availability on each link [20]. The route from a source to a
destination node is selected dynamically based on the network state, which is
determined by the set of all existing active connections. Adaptive algorithms
are executed once a connection request arrives and are found to mainly
improve network performance [5].

A number of RWA algorithms for

dynamic traffic have been proposed [20] including the fixed-shortest-path,
the K-shortest-path, the least-congested-path and the least-cost-path routing
algorithms. A comparison of these routing algorithms is given in Table 1.1.
6

Routing Algorithm

Advantage

Disadvantage

Fixed‐shortest‐path

Uses the pre‐computed
shortest path route

o Simple implementation
o Shorter connection
setup time

o Higher blocking
probability due to strict
restriction on routing
o Its performance
degrades as traffic load
increases

K‐shortest‐path

Uses the first K‐shortest
path routes

o Simple implementation
o Shorter connection
setup time

o Reduced blocking
probability compared
to Fixed‐shortest‐path
o Degraded network
performance due to
restriction on routing

Least‐congested‐path

Selects the route with the
least congestion
(measured in terms of
number of wavelengths
available on the link)

o Improves network
blocking probability

o Computational
complexity
o Setup delay

Least‐cost‐path

Selects the route with the
least cost (measured in
terms of hop counts)

o Improves network
blocking probability

o Computational
complexity
o Setup delay

Table 1.1 Adaptive Routing Algorithms

Compared with fixed routing and fixed alternate routing, it has been widely
accepted that adaptive routing algorithms yield the best performance in terms
of reducing the request blocking probability [4]. Adaptive routing
approaches increase the likelihood of establishing a connection by taking
into account network state information. A form of adaptive routing, as shown
in table 1.1, is the Least Congested Path (LCP) routing which is of main
interest in our study and will be detailed in the next section.

1.4 Least Congested Path (LCP) Algorithm
In the Least Congested Path (LCP) algorithm, a lightpath is routed on the
least-congested path from among a set of possible routes between a source
node and a destination node. The congestion on a link is measured in terms
of the number of available wavelengths on the link. As the number of
7

available wavelengths on a link decreases, the more congested it is
considered. And the congestion on a route is measured based on the
congestion on the most congested link of the route [20].
When a connection request arrives to the network, LCP starts by computing
the congestion on all possible routes in the network and selects the leastcongested one. In case multiple routes have the same congestion level, then
the shortest-path is selected. Thus, the wavelength allocated on the leastcongested path is the first wavelength that is available along all the links in
this path. Selection of the least congested path among available paths from
source to destination can improve the blocking probability of the network.
Let us consider a sample network in Figure 1.5 with a connection request
arriving at node A and addressed to node D. And suppose that the
wavelength usage on each link is as shown in the figure 1.5. To establish this
lightpath, we can identify four alternate routes from source node A to
destination node D, denoted as A-B-C-D, A-B-E-D, A-F-E-D and A-F-E-BC-D. The congestion on these routes is given in table 1.2.

Figure 1.5 Sample network: Least congested path routing.

8

As a result, the connection request will then be established on the path
having the largest number of wavelengths available. In this case, the LCP
algorithm will select route A-F-E-D for establishing the lightpath as shown
in figure 1.6.
Path

Route Congestion

3
3
2
3

A‐B‐C‐D
A‐B‐E‐D
A‐F‐E‐D
A‐F‐E‐B‐C‐D

Table 1.2 Route congestion in sample network for LCP

Figure 1.6 Least congested path. Available wavelengths are shown on each link.

Once the route is selected, a wavelength assignment algorithm is used to
assign an available wavelength for the connection. For instance, in our
example the selected route A-F-E-D, with available wavelengths as shown
on each link in figure 1.6, allows the connection request from A to D to be
established on the available wavelength λ3.
A disadvantage of LCP is its computational complexity as it requires
congestion levels to be computed on all possible routes in the network.
However, it is also shown [6] that it performs much better than fixedalternate routing in terms of overall blocking probability in the network.

9

1.5 Wavelength Assignment
In wavelength-routed networks a number of wavelengths between a source
node and a destination node exist and wavelength-assignment algorithms are
required to select a wavelength for a given lightpath. Numerous wavelengthassignment schemes have been devised over the years, from Random to
First-Fit, Least Used and Most-Used. Among the four techniques discussed
in this section, we will focus on a particular scheme that proved to be
effective in studying the RWA problem, the First-Fit algorithm.
-

Random Wavelength Assignment (R) searches the network to
determine the set of all available wavelengths on the required route
for establishing the connection. Next, a wavelength is randomly
selected from the set according to a uniform probability distribution.

-

Least-Used (LU) selects the wavelength that is the least used in the
network, thereby attempting to balance the load among all the
wavelengths. The performance of this scheme degrades as additional
requests are introduced since it satisfies only connection requests that
traverse a small number of links.

-

Most-Used (MU), as opposed to LU attempts to select the most-used
wavelength in the network. It outperforms LU significantly as it tries
to maximize wavelength utilization by packing connections into
fewer wavelengths and conserving the available capacity of less-used
wavelengths.

10

Wavelength Assignment
Algorithm

Advantage

Disadvantage

Random

Chooses an available
wavelength randomly

o No communication
overhead

Least‐Used

Selects least used
wavelength in the
network

Most‐Used

Chooses the wavelength
that is most used in the
network

o Outperforms the Least‐
Used

o Communication
overhead
o Additional storage and
computation cost

First‐Fit

Selects the available
wavelength with the
lowest index

o No communication
overhead
o Low complexity
o Performs well in terms
of blocking probability

o

o Communication
overhead
o Additional storage and
computation cost

Table 1.3 Wavelength Assignment Algorithms

1.5.1 First-Fit (FF) Wavelength Assignment
In the network, each wavelength is assigned an index from 1 to W, W being
the maximum number of wavelengths supported on a single fiber. Whenever
wavelength assignment is needed, the search for an available wavelength
proceeds. First-Fit is a simple wavelength assignment scheme that requires
only knowledge of the links along the route. It searches for available
wavelengths starting with the lowest index to the highest index in a fixed
order and the first available wavelength found is selected for the lightpath.
The main idea behind this scheme is to allow high numbered wavelengths to
contain longer continuous paths.
In order to illustrate the wavelength assignment schemes, let us consider the
sample network given in Figure 1.7 with four wavelengths (λ1, λ2, λ3 and λ4)
on each fiber link. We assume that four connections are already established
in the network as shown in the figure A-B-C, B-C-D, B-E and A-B-E.
11

Figure 1.7 Wavelength assignment sample network.

A connection request arrives at node A to be routed to node D, and the path
A-F-E-D is selected. Thus, each of the wavelength assignment algorithms
presented in this section will search the wavelengths in a different order and
select a different wavelength for the lightpath as explained in table 1.4.
WA Algorithm

Selected Wavelength

Random

Searches in random order, for
example: λ3, λ2, λ1,λ4

λ3

Least‐Used

Searches in the order:

λ4

λ4, λ3, λ1,λ2
Most‐Used

Searches in the order:

λ2, λ1, λ3,λ4
First‐Fit

Searches in the order:

λ1, λ2, λ3,λ4

λ2
λ1

Table 1.4 Wavelength assignment algorithms results

Compared to Random wavelength assignment, the computation cost of this
scheme is lower because there is no need to search the entire wavelength
space for each route. This scheme performs well in terms of blocking
probability and fairness, and is preferred in practice because of its small
computational overhead and low complexity [20].
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1.6 Related Studies
Numerous research studies have been conducted on the RWA problem and
several schemes have been proposed. In this section, we will be reviewing
some of these works and investigating their performance in addressing the
RWA problem to be compared to our proposed strategy in Chapter 2.
1.6.1 Move-to-Vacant Wavelength Retuning (MTV-WR)
In an attempt to reduce the blocking probability due to the wavelength
continuity constraint in the network, a wavelength rerouting strategy is
proposed to create a wavelength-continuous route for incoming requests. It is
based on the Move-to-Vacant Wavelength Retuning (MTV-WR) operation
aiming at reducing the disruption period due to the rerouting process and
thus improving network utilization [7]. In this scheme, the Move-to-Vacant
reroutes the connection to a vacant route with no other lightpaths established
and the Wavelength Retuning moves the connection to a vacant wavelength
while maintaining its path and minimizing disruptions of existing
connections. The reported performance results for this model in terms of call
blocking probability show a reduction by 30% on average [7].

In another

study, a parallel MTV-WR scheme is proposed to address the issue of
minimizing the number of rerouted lightpaths in the network. Its main
features include a shorter disruption period, a simple switching control and a
polynomial time rerouting algorithm [8]. The authors argue that the
developed algorithm presents a good improvement in terms of blocking
probability whereas only very few lightpaths are rerouted and that it reduces
the time required to process connection requests. This algorithm shows an
improvement in terms of execution time compared to the MTV-WR scheme
proposed in [7].
13

1.6.2 Minimum Overlap wavelength to Least Congested (MOLC)
An interesting wavelength reassignment policy was presented in [9] also
addressing the connection blocking in wavelength-routed WDM networks.
The study investigates the possibility of achieving a near optimal blocking
performance in WDM Networks with wavelength conversion constraint by
defining the so-called Minimum Overlap wavelength to Least Congested
(MOLC) reassignment. Wavelength Congestion (WC) is defined as the
number of links using a particular wavelength w. If the WC value is equal to
zero then the wavelength is said to be the Least Congested (LC) in the
network. The Overlap Degree gives an overlap count for a particular
wavelength w, i.e. a count of the number of links out of the total links
required for establishing the blocked connection. The wavelength with
minimum overlap is then called the Minimum Overlapping (MO)
wavelength. The proposed model starts by trying to establish a lightpath
using the basic RWA algorithm, and in case of blocking, MOLC is activated
to accommodate the connection request. The network manager reassigns the
lightpaths from the minimum overlapping wavelength to the least congested
wavelength and once the wavelength for the required request is released, the
connection is established [9]. Simulation results show that this proposal can
highly improve the blocking due to the wavelength continuity constraint and
achieve the wavelength conversion performance. This model will serve as
benchmark in comparing the results from our proposed rerouting strategy in
the following chapter.
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1.6.3 Path Deviation
Path deviation strategies have been widely explored by researchers and
considered as viable and cost-effective approaches for optimizing resources
usage in a network.
The concept of path deviation was first explored in the design of telephone
networks [10] by rearranging calls in progress to increase the traffic capacity.
It was defined as the process of switching an active circuit to an alternate
path without changing the source and destination. A detailed survey of
rerouting strategies in circuit-switched networks is detailed in [11]
highlighting the benefits of dynamic rerouting over fixed routing. Another
analysis of a rerouting strategy based on the Least Loaded Routing (LLR)
was presented in [12] showing a significant throughput increase in the
network.
With the introduction of optical WDM networks, path deviation gained
popularity and its application to alleviate the effects of wavelength continuity
constraint started to be investigated. For instance, a departure-triggered
rerouting strategy has been proposed in [13], focused on performing
rerouting at the time when an existing lightpath is due for departure.
Lightpaths with the same source and destination nodes on the path of the
departing connection are rerouted for optimizing the network wavelength
resources usage.

Other studies introduced departure-driven and arrival-

driven path deviations and proved their efficiency in optimizing network
resource usage [15].
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1.7 Quality of Service: Blocking probability differentiation
A significant issue for next-generation networks is the ability to support a
wide range of services and applications while providing guarantees as well
as differentiation in terms of connection loss and delay. The issue of
providing quality-of-service (QoS) promises remains a challenging problem
for optical backbones.
In [21], the authors describe the difficulty of applying the classical
approaches of QoS provisioning in IP networks to all-optical networks. The
considered approach for implementing service differentiation in wavelengthrouted WDM networks is based on the Differentiated Optical Services (DoS)
model which addresses the unique optical characteristics of lightpaths.
Classes of optical services are defined based on parameters such as bit error
rate, delay, and behaviors including protection and security capabilities [21].
In this approach, lightpath allocation algorithms are used which divide the
available lightpaths into different subsets, assigning a service class to each of
them; higher service classes are allocated more lightpaths. However,
research results denote that more work is needed before QoS mechanisms
can be actively deployed in WDM networks.
While most proposals are based on Lightpath Allocation (LA) algorithms,
the authors in [22] study the impact of a sub-optimal preemption algorithm in
order to provide efficient service differentiation. And in [15], a novel QoSaware connection setup strategy is described for ensuring differentiated
blocking probability by preemption.
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1.8 Summary
In a wavelength-routed WDM network, a lightpath must be established
between a source and destination node on the same wavelength on all links
along its route. Due to the limitation in the number of wavelengths available
on each fiber link as well as the wavelength-continuity constraint, addressing
the routing and wavelength assignment (RWA) problem is crucial for
achieving good network performance. With a good solution to this problem,
more connections can be accommodated by the given network, and fewer
connection requests need to be rejected during periods of congestion.
In this chapter, we have introduced the Routing and Wavelength Assignment
(RWA) problem and examined numerous conducted research studies
available in the open literature. Several schemes have been proposed that
differ in assumptions and algorithms used, ranging from static to dynamic
traffic and combined with various wavelength assignment and routing
algorithms. Since dynamic traffic is assumed in this study, a typical objective
would be to minimize the call blocking probability, or the total number of
blocked connections over a period of time instead of attempting to minimize
the number of wavelengths as in the static case. In view of the above listed
major issues for addressing the RWA problem and quality of service
differentiation, additional work and research is still underway to maximize
the performance of WDM networks.
In the next section, we propose a novel rerouting strategy that addresses the
RWA problem and aims at maximizing the network throughput by reducing
the call blocking probability.
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Chapter 2
Rerouting Strategy
Rapid growth of modern telecommunication services has resulted in a
significant bandwidth increase in optical networks. However, network
performance reveals limitations, particularly when it is necessary to retain
the quality of service and to minimize the probability of blocking. This is an
area that has been extensively studied in the open literature. In particular,
routing in all-optical networks usually performed through two steps: route
assignment and wavelength assignment (RWA) is mainly addressed due to
its impact on the overall network performance.
After exploring the various researches on the RWA problem, the challenge
lies in trying to improve network capacity, performance, reliability,
scalability and cost in optical networks. This work addresses some of these
factors by providing a rerouting strategy for improving the performance of
all-optical wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) networks without
wavelength conversion in terms of blocking probability. Our novel strategy
comes to alleviate the effect of the wavelength continuity constraint on the
network blocking performance. Its main purpose is to allow the wise
management of the optical network resources while allowing a larger number
of connections to be provisioned into the network.
Most of the work presented in Chapter 1 has been in the area of providing
efficient network strategies for improving the blocking performance of
wavelength-routed WDM networks and introducing the various algorithms
that will be used in the upcoming sections.
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In this section, we start by defining the proposed rerouting strategy and its
underlying concepts. Simulation and results used to verify and assert the
effectiveness of our strategy are presented and discussed in Chapter 3.
Section 4 will introduce a neural network model developed to investigate the
effect of predicting upcoming blocking times in the network on the rerouting
strategy performance. Finally, the last section ends with concluding remarks.

2.1 Proposal
Our work aims at reducing the effect of the wavelength continuity constraint
on the blocking performance. The proposed scheme introduces a rerouting
strategy based on wavelength reassignment, with the First-Fit (FF)
wavelength assignment strategy, and route deviation, utilizing the Least
Congested Path (LCP) routing algorithm.
For connections that cannot be established using RWA algorithms, the
rerouting strategy is activated to help the network accommodate the
connection request. First, wavelength reassignment is attempted for a
selected pool of active connections in the network. In case of failure in
routing the blocked connection, physical route redirection is considered with
the previously selected pool of connections. If both attempts using
wavelength assignment and physical route redirection fail to accommodate
the blocked request, the connection is denied access to the network. The key
new aspect of our formulation is its efficiency in reducing the number of
blocked connections as will be proven in the next chapter.
In this manuscript, we will also address the effect of the rerouting strategy on
the quality of service (QoS) differentiation during the connection setup. The
main idea resides in defining the partial or full activation of the rerouting
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strategy based on the incoming requests priorities. For network service
providers, the tariffs for different qualities of service (QoS) depend on the
volume of data being transported, time of day, priority of transmission,
tolerable delay and loss of data and several such factors. To provide and
guarantee a specific QoS, the network service provider has to dedicate
network resources or more importantly activate the proposed rerouting
strategy to maintain and satisfy these requirements. Last but not least, a
neural network model is developed to investigate the effect of predicting
upcoming blocking times in the network on the proposed model
performance. This model can be used for supporting the rerouting strategy
and enhancing its performance by reducing the number of rerouting taking
place in the network while attempting to rescue blocked connections.

2.2 Rerouting Strategy Description
Connection requests are initiated in a random manner. In the absence of
wavelength conversion capabilities, a lightpath is supposed to be established
on the same path throughout its route in the network. Depending on the state
of the network at the arrival time of a request, the available resources may or
may not be sufficient to establish a lightpath between the source and
destination nodes [5]. We define the network state by looking into the
physical paths and wavelength assignment for all active lightpaths. For each
connection request, the decision of accommodating the request or blocking it
requires the real-time execution of a routing and wavelength assignment
algorithm.
Most dynamic RWA algorithms consist of these two steps: choosing a route
to establish the lightpath and selecting a free wavelength on the links along
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the route. For the case when RWA fails to accommodate the incoming
connection request, we provide an efficient wavelength re-assignment and
route redirection method to rescue the blocked connection by trying to create
a wavelength-continuous path for the call.
2.2.1 Rerouting Scheme
The proposed rerouting strategy is activated upon the blocking of a
connection request and intervenes to attempt to accommodate the blocked
call. It consists of the following steps: wavelength re-assignment and
physical route redirection of live connections in the network. In this context,
wavelength re-assignment is given higher priority than route deviation since
it contributes to reducing the circuit disruption time as connections share the
same switching nodes while wavelength retuning is underway. When
wavelength reassignment fails to accommodate the pending connection
request, path deviation is then attempted until the request is either admitted
to the network or blocked.
Wavelength Re-Assignment
Wavelength reassignment can be defined as the process of retuning the
wavelength used by an existing connection while preserving its physical
path. It starts by identifying the live connections in the network and
organizing them into different sets based on their associated wavelengths.
Thus, for each wavelength λi , a set Li is created for all connections using λi.
As a second step, retuning the connections of Li to a wavelength different
from λi releases λi and allows the provisioning of the blocked connection
request. In our approach, the First-Fit (FF) algorithm is used for wavelength
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assignment, therefore assigning the lowest indexed wavelength to the routed
connection.
Path Deviation/Route Redirection
Path deviation includes finding a new physical route for an existing
connection and allocating wavelengths along that route. This route
redirection method is applied to all connections in Li for setting up the
blocked connection. The Least Congested Path (LCP) routing algorithm is
used in this context, selecting the path with the maximum number of
wavelengths available between the source and destination nodes.
2.2.2 Rerouting Network Model
In this section, we present the details of the wavelength reassignment and
route deviation operation depicted earlier by providing an example applied to
a sample WDM optical network topology. Let us consider the scenario
illustrated in Figure 2.1consisting of a 5-node network where the number of
WDM channels supported in a fiber link is limited to 2.
In our discussions, we use the following notations and definitions:
-

λi : Wavelength with index i, where i = 1,2, ..W

-

W : the number of wavelengths on each fiber (in this example set to 2)

-

Li : Set of connections using λi

-

t : connection request

-

A connection request requires a single wavelength of bandwidth on its
path.

Figure 2.1 shows that five lightpaths have been set up in the network: a 1hop path passing through link A to B on wavelength λ2, A to C on
wavelength λ2, a 2-hop path traversing links A-C and C-D from A to D on
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wavelength λ1, B to D on wavelength λ2 and E to D on wavelength λ1. Let us
denote these connections by TA-B, TA-C, TA-C-D, TB-C-D and TE-B-D
respectively.

Figure 2.1 Sample Network Topology

Now suppose that a connection request t addressed to Node D arrives at
Node A. The LCP routing algorithm pre-calculates 2-disjoint paths A-B-D
and A-C-D between the source node A and the destination node D. However,
establishing such a lightpath is not possible with the existing connections
already set up in the network. For accommodating this connection request t,
the network manager resorts to the proposed rerouting strategy.
We start by identifying the already established connections in the network
preventing the provisioning of t. For each of the two paths A-B-D and A-CD, two sets are constructed L1 and L2, where Li stores the connections
occupying λi and stopping t from being allocated a wavelength λi shown in
table 2.1.
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Path A-B-D
L1 (λ1)
L2 (λ2)

TE-B-D
TA-B

Path A-C-D
TA-C-D
TA-C, TB-C-D

Table 2.1 Established connections in sample network

In this example, L1 for the A-B-D path ends up storing TE-B-D, which is the
sole connection using λ1 along that path. Similarly, L2 = {TA-B} for A-B-D
whereas L1 = {TA-C-D} and L2 = {TAC, TB-C-D} for A-C-D. Once the different
sets are put together, wavelength reassignment on both paths is attempted by
examining the Li sets one at a time and in an ascending order of the
cardinality of these sets. Ties are broken by considering first the sets
corresponding to the lowest indexed wavelengths. Therefore, L1 sets are
considered first, meaning that TE-B-D and TA-C-D are examined for wavelength
reassignment along their paths. Reassigning one of these connections to λ2
will free the wavelength λ1 and make it available for establishing the
connection t.

E

TE-B-D

B

Wavelength reassignment

TE-B-D
TA-B-D

A

C

D

TA-C-D

t
Figure 2.2 Wavelength reassignment
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In this example and as shown in Figure 2.2, the available wavelengths on
each link are displayed as λi and it is clear that the connection from A to D
cannot be established unless the wavelength λ1 along the BD link is released.
Thus, the wavelength reassignment technique eventually succeeds in
reassigning TE-B-D to λ2 allowing connection t to be established along A-B-D
on wavelength λ1. Had the reassignment of TE-B-D to λ2 been unsuccessful in
allowing the setup of connection t, the wavelength λ1 initially used by TE-B-D,
would not be retuned to λ2. In other words, the wavelength reassignments per
set are effected and made permanent only if they lead to the provisioning of
the blocked connection.
In case the wavelength reassignment strategy fails to accommodate the
blocked connection request t, the route deviation policy is activated. The sets
of connections Li to be rerouted are examined in the same order adopted for
the wavelength reassignment technique depicted earlier. In this context, the
set L1 will be considered first with the route deviation policy using the LCP
routing algorithm applied to TE-B-D. The two pre-calculated routes for node
pair ED, based on LCP, are E-B-D and E-D. For an efficient redirection of
TE-B-D, the other route should be selected according to the Least Congested
Path rule, which is in this case route E-D.
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Figure 2.3 Route deviation

If this attempt is successful, the provisioning of connection t is then possible
along route A-B-D on wavelength λ1 as shown in Figure 2.3. Otherwise, the
process of path deviation is repeated for the remaining sets Li until either the
connection t is successfully provisioned or all sets are examined without
success leading to the blocking of said connection.
The operation of this rerouting strategy is summarized by the flowchart in
Figure 2.4 and further detailed with a pseudo code description of the
wavelength reassignment and route deviation policies in the Appendix.
2.2.3 Quality of Service (QoS) Differentiation
Even though the tremendous bandwidth offered by WDM is promising, the
problem of providing quality-of-service (QoS) guarantees for several
advanced services remains largely unsolved. A number of enhancements
have been proposed to enable offering different levels of QoS [21][22] in
WDM networks and assist network operators in creating more profitable
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network architectures. In this subsection, we will show the potential
contribution to the enhancement of QoS differentiation during the connection
setup phase by using the proposed rerouting strategy.
For network service providers, the tariffs for different qualities of service
(QoS) depend on the volume of data being transported, time of day, priority
of transmission, tolerable delay and loss of data and several such factors. To
provide and guarantee a specific QoS, the network service provider has to
dedicate network resources or more importantly activate the proposed
rerouting strategy to maintain and satisfy these requirements.
In this work, we will assume that connection requests are arranged into three
service classes referred to as gold, silver and bronze. These service classes
represent the priority levels of incoming requests, gold having the highest
priority. In order to realize blocking probability differentiation in QoS aware
network using our rerouting strategy, the incoming connection request is
handled based on the following guidelines depicted in Figure 2.5:
-

Dropping blocked bronze connection requests.

-

Applying the proposed wavelength reassignment policy when
attempting to setup blocked silver connections.

-

Using the proposed re-routing strategy to allow establishing a
lightpath for blocked gold connections.
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New Connection Request
From Source S to Destination D

- Establish Connection
- Exit

Is Request
Blocked?

- Populate the sets of connections to be re-routed
(Li, i=1,…,W) for each path between S and D
- Sort the sets in ascending order of their
Cardinality
-Build List for wavelength congestion C

i

- Sort wavelength in ascending order of congestion

For Each Set L
For Each connection T in L
For each i (starting with least loaded)
Reassign T wavelength to i

- Establish Connection
- Exit

Is Assignment
Successful?

For Each Set L
For Each connection T in L
Use LCP and FF to redirect
route of T

Is Route
Deviation
Successful?

- Establish Connection
- Exit

- Block Connection Request
- Exit

Figure 2.4 Rerouting strategy flowchart
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New Pending Connection Request
From Source S to Destination D

Request Service
Class?

Silver
Apply proposed wavelength re-assignment policy

Bronze
Block Connection Request

Gold
Is Assignment
Successful?

Establish Connection

Apply proposed wavelength re-assignment policy

Block Connection Request

Is Assignment
Successful?

Establish Connection

Use rerouting strategy

Is Rerouting
Successful?

Establish Connection

Block Connection Request

Figure 2.5 Rerouting strategy applied to QoS

The proposed model allows network operators to manage the received
connection requests consistently with their priority levels. The impact of this
proposal on the blocking probability of each service class is discussed in the
following chapter.

2.3 Summary
While addressing the RWA problem, an efficient approach for establishing
lightpaths for connection requests becomes imminent for assuming good
network performance and meeting QoS requirements. An efficient
wavelength reassignment and route redirection method was presented in this
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chapter in an attempt to rescue blocked connections by trying to create a
wavelength-continuous path for the calls.
When classical RWA algorithms fail to accommodate an incoming
connection request, wavelength re-assignment is attempted and in case of
failure of the latter, path deviation is then attempted until the request is either
admitted to the network or blocked. Our novel strategy uses the First-Fit (FF)
wavelength reassignment and the Least-Congested-Path (LCP) routing
algorithms. While allowing a larger number of connections to be provisioned
into the network, it alleviates the effect of the wavelength continuity
constraint on the network blocking performance. The next section will
highlight its efficiency in reducing the blocking probability experienced in
the all-optical WDM network. On the other hand, we have tackled the
Quality of Service (QoS) differentiation by proposing the activation of the
novel rerouting strategy for higher class connections. Our approach helps
network service providers in maintaining and satisfying QoS requirements
when network resources become scarce during periods of congestion.
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Chapter 3
Simulations and Results

In this chapter, along with the simulation results, we will review the
performance of the proposed rerouting strategy compared to a number of
suggested works in the literature. The reported results will show that our
novel strategy can significantly enhance network performance in terms of
blocking probability while achieving near-optimal performance for networks
utilizing a relatively small number of wavelengths per fiber.

3.1 Adopted Network Topologies
In order to quantify the impact of the rerouting strategy on the blocking
performance, simulations were performed using the topology of two wellknown backbone networks given in Figure 3.1, namely the US Backbone
Network (USBN) and the European Optical Network (EON). USBN has 24
nodes and 43 bidirectional fiber links while EON consists of 19 nodes
interconnected through 38 bidirectional links. A discrete event simulator was
used to analyze the performance of the rerouting strategy based on data
extracted from [16] and [17] for the USBN and EON topologies assuming
that wavelength conversion devices are not available. In this study, the
following assumptions were considered:
- Connection requests arrive according to a Poisson process and the
connection holding time follows an exponential distribution with a mean
normalized to unity.
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3.2.1 Metrics used for analysis and benchmarking
The metrics used to evaluate the performance of the rerouting strategy are as
follows:
1- The overall blocking probability: defined as the ratio between the
number of connections denied access to the network and the total
number of received connection requests.
2- The overall blocking probability by service class: representing the
number of connections denied access to the network by class of
service versus total number of received connection requests.
From the discussed approaches in chapter 2, four strategies listed herein
serve as benchmarks and will be compared to our proposed strategy:
1- Adaptive RWA scheme without rerouting: A rerouting-free adaptive
RWA algorithm that uses the LCP routing algorithm and the first-fit
wavelength assignment strategy to provision connection requests.
2- Minimum Overlap wavelength to Least Congested: MOLC is the
reassignment policy considered in [9] that was designed for alloptical networks supporting the fixed routing algorithm.
3- Modified version of MOLC: this version of MOLC is tailored for the
use of the Least Congested Path routing algorithm.
4- Static RWA scheme without rerouting: A rerouting-free static RWA
algorithm that uses fixed routing to route connections and assigns
wavelengths to the routed connections according to first-fit strategy.
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benefits of combining wavelength reassignment to path deviation for
addressing the RWA problem and therefore highly motivate the
implementation of the proposed rerouting strategy in the context of alloptical networks without wavelength conversion.
At this stage, it is imminent to investigate the effect of the selected
wavelength reassignment strategy used in our approach on the overall
blocking performance of the model.
As stated earlier, the First-Fit (FF) wavelength assignment heuristic is
adopted for searching available wavelengths to attempt to establish a blocked
connection. Other wavelength assignment strategies were introduced in the
literature, namely the Random (R), the Least-Used (LU) and the Most-Used
(MU) [6] which will be used in this section for benchmarking purposes.
The blocking probabilities achieved by the proposed rerouting strategy under
these wavelength assignment algorithms are given in Figures 3.4 and 3.5 for
the EON and USBN topologies respectively.
Even though the difference among the various heuristics is not too
significant, it is worthwhile mentioning that the random wavelength
assignment ends up with the worst performance compared to the other
strategies and the performance of LU scheme degrades as additional
connection requests are introduced into to the network.
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During result analysis under QoS, it was evident that the low class
connections were penalized while accommodating higher class connections
into the network. The presented QoS framework reveals that gold
connections benefiting from our rerouting approach have a significantly
reduced blocking performance.
In the following chapter, we will propose a novel improvement to the
rerouting strategy that will contribute to increasing the stability of our model.
The enhancement is based on predicting the upcoming blocking times which
will reduce the number of rerouting taking place in the network and therefore
improving its performance.
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Chapter 4
Rerouting Strategy Improvement
using Neural Networks
The analysis of the proposed rerouting strategy showed that, for each
blocked connection, an attempt to establish a lightpath starts by using
wavelength reassignment and then rerouting in case of failure of the latter.
The number of rerouting trials conducted in the network becomes
considerably high especially at periods of congestion resulting in a decreased
performance in our model. In this section, a neural network model is
developed to investigate the effect of predicting upcoming blocking times
based on previous requests information on the performance of the rerouting
strategy proposed in chapter 2.
Even though considerable progress has been made in the application of
artificial neural networks (ANN) to network and communications issues,
ANN applications to the RWA problem are rather limited. Many types of
neural networks exist but the work presented here focuses on multilayer
perceptron network with back propagation algorithm. Results from the
developed ANN are rather satisfactory as the predicted blocking times are
very close to the actual values identified in the network. Finally, to view the
introduced improvement, we will compare the rerouting strategy with the
neural network based rerouting approach.
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4.1 ANN Basic Concepts
The attraction of neural networks is that they are best suited to solving the
problems that are the most difficult to solve by traditional computational
methods [23].
By definition, “an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is an information
processing paradigm that is inspired by the way biological nervous systems
process information” [23]. The key element of this paradigm is its novel
structure composed of a large number of highly interconnected processing
elements (neurons) working in unison to solve specific problems [24]. ANNs
learn by example and can be configured for specific applications.

4.1.1 Artificial Neuron
The basic unit in the nervous system is the neuron. Similarly, the basic
computational unit used in ANNs is the artificial neuron. It receives input
from other neurons, or from an external source. Each input has an associated
weight w. The neuron computes a function f of the weighted sum of its
inputs: y i = f (∑ wij y j ) where y i is the neuron output that can serve of input
j

to other neurons, w ij refers to the weight from unit j to unit i and the function
f is the neuron’s activation function.
The ANN performance is drastically affected by the activation function used
to produce the neurons outputs. The activation function used in this study is
the sigmoid function (most commonly used in predictive systems). The
Sigmoid function is given by:

y=

1
1 + e −σ ⋅x
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4.1.2 Artificial Neural
N
Netw
work Topoloogy
p
and distributed
d
processing
p
sttructure of thhe ANN is aattributed byy
The parallel
the arrrangement of
o the neuron
ns into layerss as shown iin figure 4.1::

Figure 4.1 Artificial
A
neuraal network strructure

Neuro
ons are arran
nged in a lay
yered structuure. The inpuut layer neurrons serve too
introd
duce the vallues of the input
i
variabbles. The hiidden and output layerss
neuron
ns are each connected
c
to
o all of the uunits in the ppreceding layyer when thee
modell is fully con
nnected.
The typical
t
multti-layer percceptron nettwork illustrrated in figgure 4.1, iss
compo
osed of several processsing nodes oor neurons aarranged in hierarchicall
layerss. The input layer is wheere the input pattern is orriginally preesented. Thiss
input is propagatted up to th
he next layeer, often a hidden layeer, along itss
interconnections. Each proceessing elemeent in this llayer receivves its givenn
input and multipliies it by a prredeterminedd weight (offten initializeed randomlyy
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at the onset of the training), which creates a weighted value. The processing
element then sums all the weighted values. The resulting value plus a bias
unit is presented to an activation function to determine the output from the
processing element. This value is then propagated to the next layer. There
may be several hidden layers, but typically there is only one or two. The
output from the last hidden layer propagates to the processing elements in the
output layer. These processing elements perform the same function as those
in the hidden layer. The resulting output is the final output pattern from the
network. Hence, the neural network has created a mapping from the original
input pattern to an output pattern.

4.2 ANNs Modeling
Neural network modeling can be classified into three main phases: design,
implementation, and generalization. The design phase consists of two tasks:
problem analysis and problem structuring. The implementation consists of
three main aspects: acquiring the knowledge (including data collection);
selecting the network configuration and deciding on the algorithm to be used
for the implementation; training and testing the network.
4.2.1 Network Configuration
Selecting the variables
An ANN model consists of independent variables (or inputs) and dependent
variables (or outputs). In our study, the parameters used consist of the last
two arrival times of blocked connection requests and the network output is
the predicted upcoming blocking time. Connection requests arriving at the
time of the predicted blocking time will be dropped and thus will not be
subject to rerouting attempts.
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Hidden layers and hidden nodes
In principle, the number of hidden layers can be more than one; however, in
this project the ANN used consists of an input layer, one hidden layer and an
output layer. It is imminent to note that too few hidden neurons for the
problem will cause back propagation not to converge to a solution. And on
the other hand, too many hidden units on a layer can make a network to over
fit, such that it can model the peak values in the sample.
Weights and Biases
In practice, the weights are initiated and assigned to the network prior to the
start of training. Initially, the weights are randomized to have values between
–0.5 and 0.5. And the bias input value added to the neurons inputs in the
hidden layer and output layer is equal to 1.
Learning rate and Momentum
There is no rule for selecting the learning rate and momentum values. In this
work, both parameters were defined based on trial and error. The momentum
value used was set to 0.5 and the learning rate to 0.125.
Back propagation Algorithm
Backpropagation is the process of backpropagating errors through the system
from the output layer towards the input layer during training. Learning is
carried out by iteratively adjusting the weights in the network so as to
minimize this error. The total error of the performance of the network E is
defined as: E =

1 n
∑ (t k − yk )
2 k =1

2

where t is the target value and y the actual

network output.
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4.2.2 Training
Training the network involves presenting input patterns in a way so that the
system minimizes its error and improves its performance. It includes feeding
training samples as input vectors through the neural network, calculating the
error of the output layer, and then adjusting the weights of the network to
minimize the error. Each "training epoch" involves one exposure of the
network to a training sample from the training set, and adjustment of each of
the weights of the network layers.
The training of the network by backpropagation consists of three stages:
1. The feed forward of the input training patterns.
2. The calculation and error backpropagation.
3. The weights adjustment.
It also includes the algorithm used for minimizing the system error, and
criteria for stopping training. A network learns because the weights of the
connections between neurons are modified after each training pattern. The
algorithm used to forecast the future blocking time value is the back
propagation algorithm. It is based on a multilayered feed forward topology
with supervised learning. The error back propagation algorithm is widely
used to train multiplayer perceptron (MLP), which is usually done by
iterative updating of the weights to minimize the mean-squared error (MSE)
function. To update the weights of the output layer, one uses the error signal,
which is the difference between the desired and actual output values of MLP
multiplied by the slope of the sigmoid activation function. The weights of the
lower layer are updated based on the error signal back propagated through
the weights of the output or preceding layer. Training occurs until the errors
in the weights are sufficiently small to be accepted. In our model the error
threshold is set to 0.005.
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4.2.3 Testing
After training the ANN and adjusting the weights, the network’s behavior
and effectiveness should be tested. First, we split the data samples into
training and testing sets. The test set is given to the trained network at the
input layer and the difference between the predicted and actual values is
calculated for all the samples. If the total testing error is still considerable,
the network should be trained further until the total error value decreases
below the threshold value. The smaller the value of the error, the better the
predictive capability of the network is considered.

4.2.4 Network Model
The network model used in this study is given in Figure 4.2.
Output

Predicted next blocking time

Y1

Output Layer

w1j
Z0

Z1

Z2

Zj

Bias

X0
Bias

Hidden Layer

vji
X1

Previous blocking times

X2

Xi

Hidden - Output
connections
weights

Input - Hidden
connections
weights

Input Layer

Inputs

Figure 4.2 Neural network model used for predicting upcoming blocking times
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The input layer consists of 2 units (X 1 and X 2 ) being the last two previous
blocking times and one bias unit X 0 . The hidden layer consists of 2 units
(Z 1 and Z p ) and one bias unit Z 0 . The output layer consists of one unit (Y 1 ),
which represents the upcoming blocking time value to be predicted.
The high-level block diagram of the system used is given in Figure 4.3.

EON/USBN
Network
Simulation Data

Data
Manager

Network
Designer

BP Training

Testing &
Evaluation

Upcoming Blocking
Time (output)

BP Training = Backpropagation Training

Figure 4.3 High Level Block Diagram of the ANN

4.3 Simulation Results and Analysis
After theoretically examining the neural network model and introducing the
surveyed technique for predicting the next occurrence of the blocking time in
the network, an important task is to verify the correctness of our model and
its effectiveness in enhancing the proposed rerouting scheme performance
through simulation. The data sample used for simulations in both the EON
and USBN network topologies contained 100,000 connection request records
each. The training set included 60,000 records while the testing was
conducted on 15,000 records. With sufficient learning, the model generates
results after a training of 10,000 iterations and incurs only tiny deviations as
shown in figures 4.4 and 4.5 for the EON and USBN topologies respectively.
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Figure 4.4 Blockin
ng time predicction using AN
NN for EON

ng time predicction using AN
NN for USBN
Figurre 4.5 Blockin
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ng the exam
mined combin
nations of leearning criteeria in backppropagation,,
Amon
the seet of 0.125 and
a 0.5 for learning
l
ratee and momenntum respecctively, gavee
the beest-averaged
d accuracy. As
A can be obbserved from
m the simulaation results,,
the prroposed AN
NN model co
onverges to the solutionn with minim
mal error inn
both topologies
t
EON
E
and US
SBN. This good predictiive ability inndicates thatt
the neetwork was able to accu
urately learnn the trainingg data sets aand can now
w
be app
plied to real--time traffic for predictioons.
It is worthwhile
w
mentioning
m
at this pointt that the reesults obtainned from thee
netwo
ork model prrediction wiill assist the network m
manager in taaking properr
decisiions on whetther to activaate the rerouuting strategy or block thhe incomingg
conneection requeest. The deeveloped m
model, whenn integratedd with thee
proposed reroutin
ng scheme, will
w allow thee detection oof the blockiing status off
the neext connectio
on request arriving
a
to thhe network. A sample m
model of thiss
integrration is illusstrated in fig
gure 4.6.

Figure 4.6
6 ANN modell implementattion

When
n connection
ns are know
wn to be bloocked, no reerouting or wavelengthh
reassignment is attempted, leading to a rreduction in network dissruption andd
hence improving the
t overall performance
p
e of the netw
work. In ordeer to validatee
this finding, we sttart by highlighting the nnumber of w
wavelength reassignmentt
and number
n
of path
p
deviatiions taking place in thhe network during thee
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simulaation of the 100,000 co
onnection reequests. The number off wavelengthh
reassigned calls via
v the waveelength reasssignment pollicy for accoommodatingg
a bloccked call in
n the netwo
ork and thee number off calls rerouuted by thee
proposed path dev
viation policy provide ann indicator oon the level oof disruptionn
caused
d by the rero
outing strateg
gy techniquee to the netw
work.
Throu
ughout the simulations
s
and for bothh USBN annd EON toppologies, thee
number of callss rerouted based on path deviaations and wavelengthh
reassignment tech
hniques was logged andd representedd in figures 4.7 and 4.8..
For in
nstance, it iss clear that as
a the trafficc load in thee network inncreases, thee
number of rerou
uting and path
p
deviatioons increasses leading to reducedd
netwo
ork efficiency
y.
Even though ourr rerouting strategy prooposed in cchapter 2 ennhances thee
overalll blocking probability of the netw
work, its peerformance can still bee
impro
oved by apply
ying the AN
NN approachh.

Figu
ure 4.7 Numb
ber of path dev
viations for a ssample of 1000,000 connectioon requests
(USBN, EO
ON)
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Figu
ure 4.8 Numbeer of waveleng
gth reassignmeents for a sam
mple of 100,0000 connection
requests (USBN
N, EON)

At thiis stage, usin
ng the resultss from the nneural network simulatioons, we weree
able to compare the
t actual vaalues in the network to the number of potentiall
reroutting and wav
velength reaassignment tthat can be rrestricted. A
As shown inn
Figurees 4.9 and 4.10 for EON
N and USBN
N topologies respectivelyy, the neurall
netwo
ork approach
h improved significantly
s
y the reroutinng strategy pperformancee
in term
ms of numbeer of path deeviations avooided.
Similaarly, the dev
viations betw
ween the nuumber of w
wavelength reassignmentt
arrang
ged by the proposed rerouting
r
sttrategy and the reroutting schemee
combiined with neeural networrks are illusstrated in figgures 4.11 aand 4.12 forr
EON and USBN
N topologies respectiveely. The reesults from the neurall
netwo
ork based approach are satisfactory
s
aand demonsstrate well thhe capabilityy
of thee developed neural netw
work. The maain advantagge of such im
mprovementt
is incrreased efficiency and staability in the network.
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Figure 4.9 Path deviation
ns under the n
neural networrk approach (E
EON)

Figure 4.10 Path deviatio
ons under the n
neural networrk approach (USBN)
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Figu
ure 4.11 Waveelength reassig
gnments undeer the neural n
network approoach (EON)

Figu
ure 4.12 Wavellength reassig
gnments underr the neural network approoach (USBN)
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4.4 Summary
The introduction of the neural network approach has provided major
improvement to the initially proposed rerouting strategy. Based on the
simulation results, our learning model has proved its advantages. It improves
the efficiency of the rerouting strategy by reducing its computational
complexity by avoiding unnecessary rerouting for blocked connections.
In view of the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed rerouting strategy
combined to neural networks, the developed model can be a valuable tool for
assisting network managers in handling connection requests in all-optical
WDM networks with dynamic traffic.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
The deployment of wavelength-routed WDM networks depends highly on
technological advances that improve network capacity, reliability, scalability
and cost. One of the most important problems in WDM networks is routing
and wavelength assignment (RWA), whereby the limitations in the number
of wavelengths available on each fiber as well as the wavelength continuity
constraint lead to higher connection blocking in the network. This work was
mainly concerned with addressing the RWA problem by presenting a novel
rerouting strategy for reducing the effect of the wavelength continuity
constraint and improving the performance of all-optical wavelength division
multiplexing (WDM) networks in terms of blocking probability.
The proposed approach introduced a rerouting strategy based on First-Fit
(FF) wavelength reassignment combined to path deviation, utilizing the
Least Congested Path (LCP) routing algorithm. Our results in this respect
show that the proposed strategy significantly enhances network performance
in terms of blocking probability compared to existing schemes such as
MOLC, static RWA and adaptive RWA. This led us to introduce the quality
of service (QoS) differentiation framework that takes advantage of the
proposed model for privileging higher class of service connections by
decreasing their blocking probability. Last but not least, a neural network
model was developed for enhancing the performance of our strategy by
reducing the network disruption caused by unnecessary rerouting. Extensive
simulations allowed us to verify our proposed rerouting strategy and models
and assert their effectiveness in enhancing the overall network performance.
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Appendix A
Pseudo-code description of the rerouting strategy
Let G(N, E) be a graph representation of the optical network topology, with
N being the set of vertices (network nodes) and E the set of edges or fiber
links. Furthermore, let W denote the number of wavelengths supported by
each fiber. Before presenting the details of the rerouting strategy, it is
necessary to define the concept of wavelength congestion, which is at the
heart of the proposed strategy. Wavelength congestion of a wavelength λ is
measured by the number of links that uses λ. The least congested wavelength
is thus the wavelength that is used by the minimum number of links.
In the context of the considered rerouting strategy, the wavelength
reassignment and route deviation policies are applied to the sets of
connections to be rerouted denoted by Li, where i = 1, 2, …., W. It is
important to reemphasize the following: Li is the set of live connections
using λi and preventing the blocked connection setup request from being
assigned a wavelength of λi.
A pseudo-code description of the rerouting strategy is given below:
1. When a new call request from node S to node D is blocked, populate
the sets of connections to be rerouted (Li, i = 1, 2, …., W) with the
appropriate live connections. This is done for each of the paths
existing between S and D.
2. Sort the sets in an ascending order of their cardinality.
3. Build a list Cλi containing the wavelength congestion of each
wavelength λi, i = 1,2, …., W.
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4. Sort the wavelengths in an ascending order of their congestion.
5. Enable wavelength reassignment:
for each set L starting from the one having the smallest cardinality.
for each connection T in L
for each λi starting with the least loaded one
Reassign T to λi
end
end
if all reassignment are successful
Establish blocked call, break out of loops and go to (8)
end
end
6. If wavelength reassignment is not successful, activate route
deviation:
for each set L starting from the one having the smallest cardinality.
for each connection T in L
use LCP and first-fit to redirect route of T
end
if all redirections are successful
Establish blocked call, break out of loop and go to (8)
end
end
7. If neither of steps (5) and (6) is successful, then block the connection
request.
8. Process the next connection request.
Visiting the Li sets in an ascending order of their cardinality yields a smaller
number of wavelength reassignments. In addition, reassigning connections to
the least congested wavelengths balances the traffic among existing
wavelengths and further improves blocking probability.
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